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 BACKGROUND  

 Policy style: how governments make and implement policy 

 OLD J&R distinction between anticipatory/ reactive (incremental) and consultative/ 

impositional 

 They found that most systems (in Western Europe) had incremental and consultative 

policy styles despite their reputations – so e.g. the ‘majoritarian’ UK and the 

‘consensus’ Sweden were not worlds apart even if there were some differences (which 

you would expect). Or, the differences not summed up well by majoritarian/ 

consensus 

NEWER WORK 

 Sub questions: (a) is the Scottish Policy Style more like the UK’s or Sweden’s? (b) 

Could it become more like the UK or Sweden after independence? 

 [note problems with idea of ‘Scottish Policy Style’ in a multi-level system where many 

groups have to lobby in many areas] 

 Comparison with UK and Sweden is simple way to refer to the majoritarian and 

consensus archetypes/ caricatures 

 Particularly relevant given the vague way in which Scottish constitutional change is 

accompanied by reference to the Nordics (significant but not to be exaggerated)  

 More importantly, Scotland moved in 1999 from majoritarian to consensus 

democracy in Lijphart terms (although …) 

 Paper is about identifying the practical effect of that change (BLOG) 

 Based on wider set of papers which challenge the caricature of UK politics and 

policymaking as majoritarian = adversarial, winner takes all, top down, impositional 

 So, we find that Scotland is often like the UK because the UK does not fit the 

caricature 

 ‘Majoritarian’ and ‘consensus’ democracies share common policymaking pressures, 

logics and processes 

 E.g. policy made in subsystems, overseen by ‘boundedly rational’ policymakers (and, 

in many cases, resource-pressed parliaments) 

 This paper extends the analysis to Sweden as an example of a ‘consensus democracy’ 

Goes beyond the romantic post-war idea of Sweden – PR produces cross-party 

cooperation, consensualism, corporatism, etc. 

 Paper identified contingent consensualism – based on unusual post-war conditions, 

including (a) growth economy (b) government ability to influence business (c) 



homogeneous population/ low social tension (d) party political stability – SDP at heart 

of policy development – including welfare state – and consensus coordination 

 We can identify similarities/ differences but paper about going beyond caricatures 

based on electoral systems/ formal institutions to explain them 

 2 relevant dimensions 

1. Parties and Parliament in Scotland: closer to the UK or Sweden? 

 Scottish Parliament and Westminster share the same government-Parliament 

relationship based on imbalance of resources and accountability 

 No real equivalent in Scotland to the (often formalised)  cross-party cooperation on 

policy and legislation 

 Some during minority government, but not much cooperation on policy 

 (almost) nothing pre-legislative 

 Scottish committees play a more important role than in Sweden (rubber stamp?) 

 A shift towards Sweden already rejected on accountability grounds 

2a. Government and Groups - consultation 

 Nothing like the Swedish system of commissions of inquiry which include groups and 

parties 

 But: Sweden is now much less like Sweden – fewer commissions, shorter, fewer 

members, more expedient 

 So, Sweden much like UK and Scottish – subsystems important but less ‘structured 

consultation’ 

2b. Policy Styles as Consultation and Implementation: Size and Devolution Over Culture?     

 High group satisfaction in Scotland with policy style as consultation 

 But not so different than UK? Same mix of high profile imposition and low profile 

routine? 

 Plus other explanations for differences – money (less conflict, more universalism), 

small policy capacity, size 

 Size may be particularly important when we consider “policy tools” (Greer/ Jarman 

focus) or implementation 

 Sweden and Scotland - Policymaking often less top-down often because can manage 

policy in personal networks 

 But also note the implications of devolving decisions down – in Sweden may reflect 

lower ability to form consensus at national  level; in Scotland, produces new 

relationships 

Overall, the UK and Sweden do not live up to their reputations and, while Scotland looked 

like it was designed to be more like Sweden, has as much in common with the UK. 



This has some relevance to the independence debate. We are back to making vague 

references to the Nordic experience, but without really knowing how they work and what we 

would actually want from them (e.g. not the pre-leg role?). 

What would or could change? Independence (consider if same changes could happen 

under greater devolution) 

 E.g. the Sweden/ Scot comparison - traditionally corporatism was based on policy 

areas not controlled in Scotland. Getting broad agreement in ‘high politics’ was the 

key? 

 Radically new Scottish Parliament with new party system and closer pre-leg 

cooperation is possible (in absence of the main ideological cleavage between parties – 

take this away and their policies are very similar)?  

 New budget process with closer links between tax raising, spending and outcomes? 

(NB current preventative spending agenda – accelerated under independence?) 

 More financial uncertainty – produces greater trust between parties, government/ 

groups – or produces more winners and losers/ competition?  

 Involving the Scottish Parliament?  

Answer: I don’t know. 


